Hologic can help your facility prepare for your upcoming MQSA inspection. Getting a citation or failing the MQSA inspection isn’t an option. Increase the probability of a favorable MQSA inspection by taking the Hologic EQUIP training prep course.
Prepare with confidence for your upcoming MQSA inspection by studying with Hologic. Taught by experts, Hologic EQUIP training increases MQSA readiness, improves patient care, and improves patient outcomes.

**Hologic’s EQUIP MQSA Prep Course**

Hologic’s EQUIP MQSA preparatory course is a two-day, on-site, comprehensive consultative visit. Hologic Clinical Applications Specialists cover all aspects of the inspection. They assist you with image-quality review, including technique and patient positioning, quality control documentation review, and EQUIP evaluation criteria review. It’s the perfect annual refresher for staff, taking the worry out of the MQSA inspection.

EQUIP places significant emphasis on clinical image quality, an important determinant of mammography accuracy. We do this by focusing on three distinct areas – the same areas examined by MQSA inspectors:

- **Positioning Skills**: EQUIP includes a hands-on positioning course, helping technologists obtain exceptional images.
- **Clinical Image Quality**: EQUIP helps technologists and radiologists establish and sustain best practices for image quality review, improving and streamlining image quality review, feedback, corrective action, and follow through on corrective action outcomes.
- **Quality Control**: Hologic Clinical Applications Specialists ensure technologists are performing quality control procedures in accordance with MQSA requirements. Issues typically identified and remediated through Hologic’s EQUIP course include:
  - Poor patient positioning
  - Inadequate compression
  - Acceptance of suboptimal images
  - Lack of feedback on poor image quality
  - QC performed at less than required frequency
  - Corrective actions not implemented or followed up upon

Prepare with confidence for your upcoming MQSA inspection by partnering with Hologic. Taught by experts, Hologic EQUIP training increases MQSA readiness, improves patient care, and improves patient outcomes.

To get more information or a quote, contact your Hologic account manager, clinical applications specialist or email ClientServices@Hologic.com.
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